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“But strength doesn’t just improve, not everyone is that talented.”

“In that case, we can only look at our luck, whether we can join some stronger forces, the Flying Cloud
Sect has thousands of alliances and gangs of all sizes, and it’s possible to embrace them without
strength yourself.Next is the second point, Flying Cloud Sect has a lot of mentors, if you have any
questions you don’t understand, you can go to any mentor to ask, any mentor is responsible for
answering for you, of course, if you can get in good relationship with the mentor, naturally there is
also an additional guarantee.The third point, above the mentors, there are elders, and there are four
main levels of elders, junior elders, intermediate elders, and top elders.If any of you are accepted as a
disciple by one of the elders, then congratulations to him, he is considered to have a strong backing in
the Flying Cloud Sect.Above the elders, there’s the Vice Patriarch, and above the Vice Patriarch,
there’s the Patriarch, that’s all for now.”

Everyone felt dazed and envious at the same time, those who were able to be accepted as disciples by
the elders, this kind of person could definitely walk across the board in the Flying Cloud
Sect.Unfortunately, not everyone’s fate was so good.

“The fourth point, and the most important point, spirit stones.In the immortal world, any place, spirit
stones are the most popular, if there are spirit stones, everything is easy to say, so in the Flying Cloud
Sect you can go hunting for demon cores for spirit stones, or you can earn spirit stones through
various means, each according to your abilities.The fifth point, Flying Cloud Sect has two rankings, the
first one is the Earth Ranking, the Earth Ranking is the power ranking of all the disciples in Flying
Cloud Sect.If you guys want to know, you can go to the Flying Cloud Sect Inspection Tower to check it
out, there is a place called ‘Puppet Martial Stage’ where everyone’s ranking is tested by the Puppet
Martial Stage, if you guys think you have strength, you can also try it out.”

At that moment, a disciple asked, “Didn’t you say there were two lists?What’s the other one?”

“There is also the Heavenly List, let’s not talk about the Heavenly List, the Heavenly List is only for
those who have reached the Heart Illumination Stage, it’s still far away from you, and many of the
Heavenly List are instructors.In addition to that, the Flying Cloud Sect is surrounded by a huge hide,
you guys can go to the hide to pick whatever martial skill you want to practice.Right, there’s also the
issue of food. The Flying Cloud Sect has over 60 public canteens in total, so you don’t have to pay for
food, so you can eat at any canteen you want.Of course, if you have the ability, you can also hire your
own chef, those powerful gangs usually have their own back-up chefs.Alright, the rest, there’s nothing
else to explain for now, so let’s just disband, you guys go find your own place to live.”

After saying that, that enrollment elder left everyone behind.

Everyone was a bit reserved when they first entered the inner circle.

Omi shouted, “All the members of the Light Cloud Alliance, come with me.”

The internal and external members of the Light Cloud Alliance, adding up to over 600 people, all
followed Omi.

Since Omi had accepted these people, now that he had entered the inner siege, he naturally had to
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With Omi’s strength, there was no problem in sheltering these hundreds of people.

The rest were envious of those who could go with Omi, and how they wished, too, that they were part
of the Light Cloud Alliance.

“Boss, where are we going?Didn’t that elder just say that the dormitory is in that direction, why are we
going in the opposite direction.”Tang Miao asked.

Omi said, “The dormitory area that the elder just said is the worst place to live, our Light Cloud
Alliance is such a powerful force, how can we live in that kind of place.”

“Then where do we live?”

Omi pointed to the place where there was a hill-like place.

“We’re staying over there.”

“Uh.”

Omi arrived at the gate of a huge mountain villa, only to see a golden sign hanging at the gate of the
villa: “Blood Drinking Alliance.”

Omi stroked his chin and said, “I don’t know, how strong is this Blood Drinking Alliance, if it’s below
our Light Cloud Alliance, then don’t blame me for robbing it by force.”

“What, Boss, are you saying that we’re robbing someone else’s mountain village on our first day in?”

Omi glared at that underling and said, “Or else what.”

A group of underlings were incomparably impressed, it was just cool to follow such a bullish boss, and
as soon as they entered the inner circle, they grabbed other gangs’ territories.

Omi instructed, “One of you go and inquire about the strength of this Blood Drinking Alliance.”

Not long after, the inquiry returned.

“Boss, the Blood Drinking Alliance can’t be robbed, I heard that the boss of the Blood Drinking Alliance
is already at the ninth stage of Enlightenment, and there are several mentor-level powerhouses
backing them up, their boss is also a young master from a big family of Ten Thousand Year Immortal
cultivation, with several Heart Shine stage house slaves by his side.”

“I’ll go.”Omi was shocked.

This was a more powerful force now, Omi wouldn’t be able to mess with it, although Omi liked this
mountain village of the Blood Drinking Alliance.

“Alright, then, let’s find the others.”

“Boss, I see that over there on the other side of the river, there’s a residence called Zhen Long Alliance,
although it’s small, but that place happens to be by the river, the buildings are sparse, spread out to
both sides, it can also be converted into a nice little manor, and it’s also a quiet environment.”One of
the men suddenly said.

“Zhen Long Alliance?”I don’t know how strong this Zhen Long Alliance is.



Tang Huan was busy saying, “Brother, it’s better to send someone to snoop around first.”

“No need to snoop around, let’s dominate first, let’s go.”Omi waved his hand.

Thus, hundreds of people went straight to the Zhen Long Alliance.

Right now, inside Zhen Long Alliance, more than twenty people were cultivating, there were men and
women, a few of them women, all of them were kept by their bosses, their posture was not bad, they
had waists and faces.

One of the women said, “What has the boss been doing for the past two days, he hasn’t come to Zhen
Long Alliance for several days.”

“Boss has entered the True Beast Forest in the past few days, a year ago he fell in love with an
Enlightened Sixth Stage Black Stone Demonic Beast, but at that time, Boss couldn’t kill that Demonic
Snake, now Boss has gotten a talisman, with the aid of the talisman, he finally has the confidence to
kill that Demonic Beast, so he went there.”The other woman said.

“So he went to the True Beast Forest, I told you so.”

Right at that moment.

“Bang!”The door was kicked open with a bang.

“Who the hell dares to come to our Zhen Long Alliance to cause trouble.”The twenty people inside the
mansion were suddenly furious and walked towards the door.

Only to see a group of people standing at the door, that leader, the one who had just kicked the door,
was actually a teenager who was less than one meter tall.Only, this teenager looked cold and steely,
as if he was not to be messed with.

“Who kicked it.”One of the open light fourth stage men yelled.

Omi said, “I don’t care who you live here, I restrict you to leave this place within ten minutes.Don’t ask
me why, because, this place, I, Light Cloud Alliance, have my eyes on it.”
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